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Work Experience 

Television 

2017/18  Vice Media LLC (Associate Producer); Branded and Broadly Digital 

Handled all levels of production from pre to post across two platforms for Vice Media. Production 
responsibilities include shooting schedules, booking, payroll, and releases. Post-Production responsibilities 
range from Rights and Clearances to booking editors as well as monitoring the edit to ensure full delivery of 
the project with all assets.  

2016     High Maintenance (Office PA); HBO  
Facilitated equipment deliveries; filed paperwork; handled drop-offs and pick-ups; assisted in various 
departments within the production office including accounting. 

2015     Ink Master (Post Production PA); Original Media 
Transcribed various episodes; logged music cue sheet; handled talent contracts; constructed wrap book.  

Film 

2016      Beach Rats (Pre-Prod. Coordinator/2nd 2nd AD); Cinereach/Animal Kingdom Productions, NY, NY; Dir: Eliza 
    Hittman 

During pre-production assisted the coordinator in the management of personnel, vehicles, vendor paperwork, and 
some street casting. During production I was moved on set to be 2nd 2nd AD. Responsibilities in that position 
facilitating effective communication between production office and set; completion of Exhibit G; monitoring 
shooting schedules; and the delegation of PA’s.   

2016     Black America Again & Letter to the Free (Production Coordinator); Rock and Roll City Productions, 
    Baltimore, MD & NY, NY; Dir: Bradford Young 

Booked travel, managed itineraries, managed equipment rentals and vendors; built call sheet; issued PO’s; 
issued COI’s; handled talent and talent contracts; constructed wrap book. 

2016     Airbnb Experience (Associate Producer); Radical Media, Seoul, South Korea 
Constructed the creative and facilitated a live streamed event through Facebook Live in conjunction with 5 
other cities over the course of one night to highlight Airbnb’s new experience packages. In addition to my 
producer responsibilities I also did the coordinating for the job including location and talent releases, 
equipment rentals, and PA delegation. 

Additional Experience 

2008 - 2018 

West of the 100 (Author) 
Researched and constructed original fiction novel for publication.  

The New Movement Theater (Artistic Director) 
Five years as Artistic Director of a performance art/comedy theater in Austin, TX; managed theater schedule, 
staff, students, and venue; handled payroll and budget; hired teachers and personnel; wrote copy for 
website; festival management; established the creative tone for the theater as a whole. 

Lowlights Magazine (Editor-in-Chief) 
Published short run of a satirical magazine called Lowlights, a play off the popular children’s magazine 
Highlights. Served as a tongue-and-cheek commentary on the minutiae adult life. 
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